Unusual Uses for Arbonne Products!!

Arbonne products are not tested or formulated for these uses, and we do not guarantee any of the results listed below. These are simply results from clients, and consultants in Arbonne.

HAIR TIPS:
-use the **Shea Butter Body Lotion** for my hair!! I have naturally curly hair and it is the BEST "hair creme" I've EVER used!! It holds, adds gloss, but is not sticky (or loaded with harmful chemicals!), and it smells fabulous!!!! It has been a miracle for my hair!!!! I LOVE IT!!!!

-use the Shea Butter lotion as a hair creme (or gel), I put it on my towel dried hair and then scrunch it. Sometimes I just let it air dry but most days I blow dry (upside down for added volume!) with a diffuser.

I have been using the **Detox Hair Mask** as my "hair gel" to hold my curls since the gel that I used to use (the only non Arbonne thing I had used) was making my hair break

SEA SALT SCRUB:
-My husband uses Awaken scrub to take the oil and grease off his hands after work instead of that Orange cleanser stuff.

-Use the SSS to exfoliate and THEN shave your legs with the oils that are left after the salts rinses away.

AWAKEN MIST:
-Use the Awaken body spray as bug spray.

-Use the Awaken body spray to set your makeup

-Also great in your purse or desk to wake you up!!

-mosquito repellant

-ant spray

-room deodarizer spray

UNWIND MIST:
-Use the Unwind body spray to Put babies, kids, and grownups to sleep!!

-I use my Unwind Mist instead of an FDS feminine spray

-room deodarizer spray

UNWIND MASSAGE OIL:
-The unwind massage oil is amazing on dry hair when applied to the ends of your hair

-The unwind massage oil seems to lighten stretch marks and make skin look more even toned and radiance after each use!!!

-Apply to the soles of your feet, temples, and inside wrist to help with Hot Flashes!

DIAPER RASH CRèAM:
-Use the diaper rash cream for under arm razor burn.
Facial burns from a chemical peel
chapped baby/child faces
prevent chaffing when working out.
scratches, boo boos, burns
on mosquito bites- it stops the itching almost immediately and clears the bite up usually within 24hrs
The ABC Diaper Rash Cream is great for yeast infections and Hemorrhoids
Pimples: put the cream on it at night and wake up to a barely there pimple the next day
Is also an anti-fungal cream.
Use the diaper rash cream to get rid of ring worm( yeast on the skin). It works in 2 days! The prescription cream takes about 2 weeks!
PRIMER:
for the blister prone skin when even breaking in new high heels... Like chafing
remaining product on fingers after face application can be rubbed onto top od hands for a nice smoothe supple look
DETOX RESCUE WASH:
to get stains out of clothes!
SKIN CONDITIONING OIL:
for cradle cap. (It was gone after one application and it only took a couple of washes to get the oil out.)
Apply it after radiation treatment, Amazing!!!
Use the skin conditioning oil on cuticles and also in hair when it's wet before blow drying and when it is dry (on the ends before styling with flat iron).
Heat a tube of the oil and put the whole thing on your hair then sit with a shower cap for a hot oil treatment. (You will not believe how soft your hair is after...and shiny!!)
reduces pain, redness after any waxing...eyebrow, face, bikini-
RE-9 TONER:
after a bikini wax…closes those pores right up!!
is also great for ant bites/stings
RENEWING BODY GELEE:
is good for people who are experiencing hot flashes at night. (Apply it to the inside of your elbow and the inside of your palms and back of neck before bed.) I apply in creases, under arms and neck to control perspiration. awesome!!!
Use the Gelee in lieu of deodorant…trust me, it works!!! Apply a dime-size amount (more or less) under each arm, and stay nice and clean all day long!
Use the Renewing Gelee for bee stings
The Detox Gelee works for yeast infections.
- When I feel a HA/migraine brewing, fix a **FIZZ drink** along with the **gelee** on my neck and temples and I can usually ward it off or at least gain some significant relief!

- Helps with~ Carpal Tunnel, Joint Pain, Arthritis, Knees

- Cools the skin after a Sunburn

**TEA TREE SHAMPOO:**
- Great for keeping lice away!
- Also use Tea Tree shampoo for shaving :)
- The tea tree shampoo, mixed with water, in a pampered chef foam bottle, as antibacterial hand wash.
- Great for dandruff conditions

**PAMPERMINT BODY LOTION:** works great for stomach aches during menstruation. I was told to suck on a peppermint when I was growing up because it helps with stomach pains, so when my 13 year old daughter called me from school I sent her the pampermint lotion to her school with her older sister and told her to apply it to the inside of her elbow, and her wrist and it took her stomach pains away!

**FC5 CONDITIONER:**
and water as a detangler for my daughter’s crazy curly hair. Keeps her curls in tact through out the day, easy to brush and put up!! Works even better than the detangler sprays!
- will give you the closest, cleanest leg and underarm shave without irritation and razor burn

**CELLULAR RENEWAL MASK:**
- on your nails
  - will help remove the skin that is dried up on your nails. It will also dry out your nails a bit, so be prepared to apply the skin conditioning oil to your nails. :)
  - apply to top of hands when doing your facial treatment

**REJUVINATING CREAM:**
- Use on Fresh Burns or old burns,
- Scars, Stretch marks

**LIP SAVER:**
- dry that the skin on some of her knuckles started to crack... put some Arbonne Before Sun Lip Balm on the dry areas before bedtime, then some the next morning. Later that day, it should be cleared up...no more dry cracked skin!!"

**SEA SOURCE MUD MASK:**
- use around eyes with an eye infection (it made a huge difference to help get rid of it)
- a client had bronchitis and I had her put the mud mask on her chest and within an hour she felt like she could breathe and the pressure was off her chest
-use it when you feel a cold coming and put it on your face. It seems to make it go away fast....

-Sea source mud masque for those painful pimples! Spot treatment it for 7 minutes and wash off usual. Do it a couple times a day and your pimple should be gone!

-use te mask on those sinus pressure areas then follow with a cool coating of the Gelee